As a student of our Creator and His Creation, I have examined aspects of history as objectively as possible. While I write this letter not by Divine Revelation; but simply to point out that I can clearly see cycles in the history of mankind. These cycles can be seen in even short time spans and current events all over the world. What the cycles clearly depict is that when mankind chooses to live righteously, they are blessed and peace, prosperity, health and wealth ensues; but when mankind chooses to live wickedly, they are cursed and violence, poverty, death and destruction ensues. The amount of devastation, death is directly proportional to the level of wickedness. That is what I am essentially pointing out in this letter. Mankind is mankind, past, present and future, with common desires, common sins, common temptations, but also the ability to choose to reject evil tendencies in favor of righteous impulses of compassion, love, generosity, understanding. The current trend all over the world is unfortunately toward wickedness and to the same degree that brought about the global flood of Noah's Day and the Incineration of Sodom and Gomorrah in Lot's Day; exactly as foretold. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/end-times-verse-by-verse/625795230832773

In addition, my research has uncovered that what many think of as "advanced technologies" are not nearly as advanced as they portend; but have existed throughout time and space in the universe. Some Christians and others who might be tempted to argue against this statement need to become aware of how much archaeological evidence is intentionally suppressed by the so called powers that be (wicked, selfish, greedy, arrogant, with evil agendas, persons who lust after power and control and so keep knowledge to themselves to such a degree that they intentionally deceive the masses). Just think about the fact that our Creator is the SAME yesterday, today and forever; then think about how many leaps in technology have occurred in our short lifetimes; then think about over the last century; then think about since the "scientific explosion" of 16th and 17th centuries A.D. And then consider that Adam and Eve knew and spoke with our Creator and early mankind lived for hundreds of years! Some almost a millennium! When you really consider those facts; it is imprudent to think of our "ancestors" like the brainwashing in public education attempts to portray them. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886 Imagine how many skills, talents and abilities we would acquire if we lived that long today and in direct communication with the Intelligence and Omnipotence of the ONE who brought the entire universe into existence! https://www.facebook.com notes/michael-swenson/the-omniscience-of-our-creator/603749679703995
The facts I have uncovered about so called lost civilizations; is that every single one of those "lost civilizations" became so wicked; it resulted in their deaths and destruction; exactly as our Creator tells us and as we can see is in process today all over the world (and yet FAR TOO MANY remain oblivious):


http://biblehub.com/ecclesiastes/1-9.htm -

What has been will be again, what has been done will be done again; there is nothing new under the sun.

http://biblehub.com/matthew/24-37.htm -

As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be at the coming of the Son of Man.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=kvSrg8qT0hY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zs2bQHpy7uk

genetic modification has not only been in practice in recent history (for well over a century now) but in the far distant past:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEmnXV5QSs2Q&list=PLDD19870F568B7818 what is not being told people all over the world is that genetic experimentation has infiltrated the general population globally. There are all kinds of evidences (people are taught about recessive and dominant traits) but they are not being told genetically modified dna was introduced into general populations. doctors come up with all kinds of names for some of them: https://www.google.com/search?q=six+fingers+or+more&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&espv=2&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=c--TU7rIB4WNyASg99YCYBA&ved=0CB8QsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702 today it is called:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polydactyly and in the past http://www.sydhhav.no/sixfingers/statues.htm and also horns https://www.google.com/search?q=people+with+horns&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&espv=2&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=IfSTU9riI8y2yASH3ILYCQ&ved=0CB8QsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702 genetic abnormalities https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zl8Hmko2wlo&list=PLDD19870F568B7818&index=1 and giants in the past https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEmnXV5QSs2Q&list=PLDD19870F568B7818&index=3 and today https://www.google.com/search?q=gigantism&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&espv=2&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sas=X&ei=CvWTU5mOCCqgyATHgYKABg&ved=0CAQ_AUoAQ&biw=1067&bih=702 and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmA_lyYJLu0 organizations like darpa all over the world have been making human animal hybrids for a long time. https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=human+animal+hybrids
I found out the hard way that governments suppress genetic modification of humans from the public (for the obvious reasons; we should stop this practice of human experimentation from continuing upon us all) immediately. There is a genetic trait known as "wilson's disease" and "hereditary hemochromatosis". I have discovered that people with this trait are highly intelligent, highly driven, many world class athletes have it, actors and actresses, super models (the reason for that a dark colored ring accumulates at the edge of the iris in these persons giving them stunning looking eyes), many authors, inventors, top scientists, current and historic military and political leaders, etc.; (basically, virtually all the historic and current "movers and shakers" on earth have this trait). I've come to this conclusion not only by Divine Revelation but by careful observation and study; by watching thousands of televised events and looking carefully at all the observable traits in both still and motion photography of such persons and comparing them to people who do not have the trait) and yet not even the vast majority of medical professionals know that at least ten percent of the population has this trait and that it is very common. Conversely, it can also lead to extremely bad behaviors, sexual addiction, drug addiction, extreme violence etc. (most of those involved in "risky behavior", "extreme" sports, stunts etc. have this trait.) The trait over time causes excessive heavy metal accumulation; leading to all known serious to terminal conditions. About 80% of the people in Alzheimer's wards have the trait and is why there is a supposedly unexplained correlation about how many "brilliant" persons end up tragically dying from Alzheimer's. (becuase the genetic trait causes heavy metal accumulations in the brain and organs depositing iron, copper, aluminum, etc. so much so, it visibly can be seen as a ring in the eyes of such people who have the trait (known as Keyser-Fleischer rings); but what is not commonly known is any think colored dark ring of various coloration around the iris at the edge of the sclera in the limbus region is indicative of the trait; especially if at the edge of the sclera a thin copper colored line can be seen with magnification.) the fact a huge percentage of the population has a genetic trait that they should know about in order to make sure they practice heavy metal detoxification lifelong; especially past the age of 40, and doesn't; shows that human genetic modification has been ongoing and suppressed from public knowledge. www.blastthetrumpet.org

Ask yourselves why they push evolution in a world filled with evidence that intentional genetic modification explains? IT IS BECAUSE THEY DON'T want the public to know they kidnap innocent people, torture innocent people, experiment on people from all kinds of angles for all kinds of reasons. (treat the general population like guinea pigs because of their own sick psychotic curiosities and lack of respect for all the rest of us! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3debDqi8sM and www.beyontreason.com andhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5dSZnbugpc and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=II96QkJaz1E Through these suppressed human torture and experimentation; they apply the cruel techniques upon the masses by (drugging - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/our-creator-told-us-in-the-holy-bible-all-nations-
would-be-deceived-by-pharmaceu/511466405598990, forced public indoctrination - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886, propaganda - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/propaganda/528691883876442, manmade deceptive religions, philosophies, worldviews - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanilevil-god-of-this-world-vs-the-one-true-god-of-all-creation-part-2/633572213388408, poisoning/"dumbing down"/sterilizing the desired drone slave population of the world - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/conspiracy-theories-or-plain-truth/662377083841254 and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101; so much so people who have been already severely adversely affected by these methods find it nearly impossible to read through my notes and the empirical evidence proving all of this https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/police-state-prison-big-business-modern-slavery-by-design/619672408111722 is intentional and they have been suppressing https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188 knowing that God will make you FREE; instead of one of their loyal dumbed down slaves that they can control entirely for their own selfish purposes and even murder at will. If you look into this topic(s); especially in relation to darpa or such topics as manchurian candidates, you will find extensive information on how very wicked people have been exploiting the general population for a long time without their permission, consent of any kind or general knowledge. birthers, government subsidized program that select (even to the point of kidnapping children) breeders that they determine are genetically desirable and pay them to have babies; that the state then raises from birth for many of their black ops programs and loyal militant minions (secret services to the so called global elite that are outside the scope of national governments, militaries, police powers) Get past the disinformation and take the time to discover the truth: https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=human+experimentation+gone+wrong

ancient technologies-

precision stone cutting- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96yRwtstunc

global civilization - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTBkkY7txhY structures and written language and artifacts all similar found all over the world. notice that genetic modification of humans existed in the world long before the modern advent of GMOs https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-serpent-seed-nephilim-rephaim-bestials-hybrids/570496899695940

mysterious artifacts -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWP0ewX3W94

http://themindunleashed.org/2014/09/new-evidence-lost-civilizations-really-existed.html - In my own travels, I encountered someone who claimed to be of the bahai worldview http://www.bahai.us/ called himself the eagle of the west and claimed to have knowledge of ancient literature; a full library of ancient suppressed texts. He talked of many things, SETI, and such, but what peeked my interest was
the mention of texts that talked about Enoch and his entourage circumnavigating the globe and teaching many groups of people on various continents common architectural features, about how the stars told the story of our Creator and the Coming Savior of the World. (the stars told the Gospel Story and were directly linked to events on earth and the afterlife - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM) He said he had read that Enoch carried a staff with a serpent shape and wore a head garb of feathers and that Enoch and his entourage had oceanic craft, visited the Americas and was why common megalithic structures have the same features the world over from that epoch on earth. The knowledge of the stars and architecture and other topics was so significant to the people they visited that they were considered and became honored and named as gods. There is no doubt that the world that perished in the flood had trans-oceanic craft.

Christ's Coming Judgment...5For when they maintain this, it escapes their notice that by the word of God the heavens existed long ago and the earth was formed out of water and by water, 6through which the world at that time was destroyed, being flooded with water. 7But by His word the present heavens and earth are being reserved for fire, kept for the day of judgment and destruction of ungodly men....

The evidence that global civilization was destroyed by flood goes beyond myth, to the factual evidence of how many ancient cities are found WORLDWIDE underwater to this very day. Cities under oceans and large lakes exist globally and so it is time people stopped thinking of the flood as a myth, when such overwhelming evidence exists for anyone to visit and observe for themselves.

https://www.google.com/search?q=structures+under+water&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&espv=2&biw=1066&bih=702&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=R5cUVLaELYP3yQTygIKQBw&ved=0CB0QS&dpr=1.5


There are MANY of them! just keep looking if you need more examples!

Many common factors about how ALL these ancient civilizations fell have to do with wickedness, human sacrifices. The fact modern civilization has killed over a billion infants in abortion, and is enslaving children all over the world, and is murdering even adults by the millions in hospitals, along with genetic modification, splicing with animals, bestiality and satanism, baal worship and sexual perversions on the rise worldwide is EXACTLY HOW WICKED the people of the old world were prior to the flood that destroyed them all.

Be Ready at Any Hour
36"But of that day and hour no one knows, not even the angels of heaven, nor the Son, but the Father alone. 37"For the coming of the Son of Man will be just like the days of Noah. 38"For as in those days before the flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day that Noah entered the ark,... - http://biblehub.com/matthew/24-37.htm

and

The Coming of the Kingdom...27they were eating, they were drinking, they were marrying, they were being given in marriage, until the day that Noah entered the ark, and the flood came and destroyed them all. 28"It was the same as happened in the days of Lot: they were eating, they were drinking, they were buying, they were selling, they were planting, they were building; 29but on the day that Lot went out from Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from heaven and destroyed them all.... - http://biblehub.com/luke/17-28.htm

Life was intended to be simple, joyous fellowship with our Creator and spent properly stewarding our world, caring for it and one another lifelong peacefully. I encourage therefore people worldwide to repent of this trend toward wickedness that will doom you all, and REPENT and CALL UPON OUR CREATOR to transform us all into Righteous Beings that KNOW and Love Him and Learn From Him Directly and thereby learn to live well and peacefully with one another; doing no harm to anyone; most of all, doing no harm to innocent little children!

"It would be better for him if a millstone were hung around his neck and he were thrown into the sea, than that he would cause one of these little ones to stumble. - http://biblehub.com/luke/17-2.htm
used to be we were born and only thing we needed to think about was food, water and shelter
how to survive
that is NO STRESS
compared to modern society
so the men went out and hunt and fish
and the women farmed and foraged with the children

everyone lived off the land
no one claimed they owned it
until selfish greed came along
with more and more people
and less and less wisdom

there are places all over the world with hardly any people
still wilderness

if i were healthy
i would want to live there and return to living off the land
hunting fishing
making clothes
storing food for winter
very simple life
but i must focus on the good of humanity
and cannot be so selfish
i have technology and knowledge from our Creator
even though i personally believe the old simple ways are best
so i am trying to be faithful and deliver to mankind what i know before i go back to God
which is why i concentrate on my work now each day
and not think so much of my own health
just need to finish sharing what i know
all who know and love God will meet one day
and forever

who tells the poor they cannot go live in the mountains?
who says they must pay rent, taxes?
who makes them pay tribute this way?
but the poor have to break free from the oppressors
and just decide to do so
and do it

they have to say, NO! we will not pay you money just to stay alive
we can fish like our ancestors!
we don't need a license or your permission to live!
we will hunt like our ancestors!
we will plant and harvest like our ancestors

how can you OWN what GOD made!
they are evil people
and the poor need to start standing up against them
the earth belongs to everyone as the gift of God
but very few people on earth claim they OWN it all
and make everyone else pay them taxes and rent just to live
when everyone has the right to life
just like the wild animals
they have the right to eat and drink
the right to have a little home that they build for themselves
etc.
however they are able to

if things continue with the evil and worst in power. i predict an exodus will occur back to the old ways
for many people
the wisest of the people
because if they continue as they are
with the worst people in government and the cities
then the cities will burn and starve
and only those wise enough to leave them will survive
back to the land
and the old ways

all of history shows this cycle
but people still don't realize it
they see ancient cities beneath the ocean
pyramids all over the world
one world language
and they scratch their heads
and ask WHERE DID THESE PEOPLE GO
?

They find airstrips on mountain tops
and beneath oceans
they find planes and space craft
and strange looking humanoids
and they still wonder where did these people go?
so they think "ALIENS!"
we were visited by et
from planet x
but where did the people go?
where did the centaurs go
the satyrs
the dragons
?

they ask themselves
surely OUR technology has never been on earth before!

they fail to see the truth
hybrid humans are nothing new
flying is nothing new
weapons are nothing new
space flight is nothing new
GMOs are nothing new
and still they ask where did the people go?

chemicals are nothing new
huge cities are nothing new
wars are nothing new
nukes are nothing new
and still they ask where did the people go?

over and over again
mankind has reached these days
over and over again
billions on earth
and still they wonder where did the people go?

In caves they find people who carved spirals
all through the mountains they carve these spirals
and they show people running for the caves
running for the mountains
people and animals

in caves
carving messages
carving spirals  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5XY3rO2PS64

and they ask where did the people go?

they think the spirals are some mysticism

some a migratory symbol

they think some kind of religion

they think all kinds of things

because they cannot see the truth

of what happened so many times

so they show haarp signatures of spirals in the skies all over the world

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=haarp+spirals

and still they wonder why people carved spirals in the

&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=PcabU_jgGMWfyATv5YLYBg&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAQ&biw=1067&bih=702

where did all the people go?


storms and volcanoes, floods and devastations, and all linked to these spirals and still they ask what

happened to all those civilizations

as they practice weather warfare this very day, and poison our food air and water all over the world

the spirals are in caves in all the mountain ranges

all over the world


Ancient Petroglyphs, Pictographs, and Cave Drawings From Around the World
There are many spiral petroglyphs, pictographs, and cave drawings from around the world that also are associated with devils, goats, and horned creatures. (genetic modifications of humanoid figures, human animal hybrids, just like what is happening now)

THOUSANDS of locations in caves ALL OVER THE WORLD show these spirals and people showing rising water and animals running for caves in the mountains and still they ask where did all the people go?

so they think these cave men were "ancients" ancestors instead of facing the truth that ALL our technologies are NOT new not new at all but have been on earth over and over and over again

and mankind gets to this point of billions on earth and devaluing human life and the planet each other and hell on earth starts happening wars, starvation, nuclear blasts, weather devastation the cities start burning
horrible things
human animal hybrids
dragons
dinosaurs genetically engineered
the past cycles into the future

and mankind keeps forgetting
they never seem to learn

and these are those days
the last time it was by global flood
this time fires, war, floods, devastations of all kinds

unless mankind finally gets it
they have to stop hating each other
they have to turn to our Creator worldwide

they have to focus right now on cleaning up the whole planet
NO GMOs!
NO weather warfare!
NO nukes!
NO wars!

focus on food!
focus on clean air and water!
focus on LIFE!
clean WORLD!
and then and only then GOD will allow mankind to colonize other worlds
otherwise very soon many will suffer and die
it may not be in our lifetimes but in the not too distant future

if mankind won't change its focus
and clean up the planet
raise all kinds of species to repopulate the oceans

clean up the oceans
and focus on agriculture
everywhere and aquaculture everywhere

if the poor cannot succeed in getting rid of such very evil rulers
who think about death and destruction in all those ways
their best chance at survival is to return to the old ways; just like our "ancestors".

While the vast majority of what I write is Divinely Inspired non-fiction about serious matters of life, death and ever-lasting destinies; this satirical fiction is meant as a commentary on unenlightened mankind's propensity toward pervasive death and destruction; even self-destruction in so many ways and their love of fantasy and theories over facts and truth. Many things can cause such spirals in the sky. As a natural phenomenon any low density burning gas, liquid or solid traveling at high frequency, sinusoidal, spiral wave pattern; hurling through space until it splashes into our atmosphere, holographic projection, or as some speculate, high powered RF energy hitting some kind of refractive material in our atmosphere. I think that since the vast majority of large and small objects (even down to photons) hurl through space in these sinusoidal, spiral wave motions (centripetal spinning masses from the universal origin) that it is very likely such spirals in the past were caused by such low density burning matter
hitting our atmosphere. However, where there are smaller low density objects in abundance, there are often larger ones, so if such was in fact observed in our past, it more than likely was not a good omen. But in my own research on the spiral, I heard a native American explain that such was a symbol to indicate that it meant people had decided to leave that location and travel beyond. As such, finding in high ground mountain ranges such symbols all over the world would support either migration of those that used such symbol or widespread understanding of its use. And if such widespread understanding was the proper explanation, of a global connection or civilization, we would then be left to ponder how did it fall out of use and understanding. Regardless, no matter how I speculate about the possible causes for why such spirals would be seen, I can find no rational, plausible explanation that would bode well for us on earth. If natural material is hitting our atmosphere, or unnatural manmade phenomenon, the causes of such observations are not healthy for us. But we are curious entities, who celebrate with fireworks, men blowing up other men on earth, we turn horrific action of unprovoked war and bloodshed into a holiday of picnics; so perhaps some people are playing with dangerous things and thinking how cool it looks; as it wouldn't be the first time.

When I say, there is "nothing new under the sun" I am talking about the character of unenlightened humanity, the vices, the ignorance, that has ever led to death and destruction, and some so morbid they actually celebrate it. I am not saying from our perspective that we will not see inventions, new ideas, new theories, new discoveries. I am only saying from the Eternal, that man has been man in the past and will be men in the future with the same temptations, same struggles, unless and until mankind as a whole, decides to stop being ignorant and fascinated with death and destruction, and universally returns to our Creator and instead learns to focus on Life, on constructive wise endeavors for their own good and the good of all creation.

Too many people these days scoff at the accuracy of the Holy Bible; but only because they have been lied to in public education and media: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_z1OufLYhMw so please help people not to present themselves as http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551 by teaching the Truth! http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/956880667724230 the satanic NWO INTENTIONALLY suppresses all the archaeological evidence supporting Biblical accuracy; because they know an educated and spiritually enlightened populace will not be enslaved by or deceived by them (controlled by them). It is great evil to keep people from communicating directly with our Creator; but that's what satanists do; https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-all/554580804620883 in their vain attempt to rule over everyone in God's place. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886 is just another one of their many https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213 making them https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-

I hope a few thousand years from now people won't be crawling out of caves and underground holes and their distant children start digging in the earth and finding all over again layers of lost civilizations; wondering where did all the "ancients" go?

Michael Swenson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ua1kqAPeIVU
Hi-Tech Society Before Noah's Flood, Part 1

Pastor Billy Crone shows proof that a hi-tech society did exist before Noah's Flood destroyed the earth when men...

YOUTUBE.COM

July 18, 2014 at 4:55am · Like · Remove Preview

Michael Swenson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_z1OufLYhMw

Hi-Tech Society Before Noah's Flood, Pt 2

continuation of Pastor Billy Crone's lecture on proof of hi-tech society before the time of Noah's Flood.

YOUTUBE.COM

July 18, 2014 at 4:55am · Like · Remove Preview
Michael Swenson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4FOsxCOCc4

A MUST SEE-The Secret History of Dinosaurs
A True Story All Credits to Restoring Genesis Ministries. This is God's Channel...To His Glory THIS VIDEO IS NOT...

YOUTUBE.COM

July 18, 2014 at 4:56am · Like · Remove Preview

Michael Swenson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYfNYcush4M

Out Of Place Artifacts According To The Theory Of Evolution -Forbidden Archeology

YOUTUBE.COM

July 18, 2014 at 4:56am · Like · Remove Preview
proof that humans lived with dinosaurs.

proof that humans lived with dinosaurs...hidden history.. strange photos
Michael Swenson  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-e_T1C9fM&index=8...

Watchman Video Broadcast 04-29-12, Giants Part 2

YOUTUBE.COM

July 18, 2014 at 5:21am · Like · Remove Preview